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Abstract 
When the finite-element solution of a variational problem possesses certain superconvergence properties, it is 
possible very inexpensively to obtain a correction Lerm providing an additional order of approximation of the 
solution. The correction can be used for error estimation locally or globally in whatever norm is preferred, or, if no 
error estimation is wanted, it can be used for postprocessing of the solution to improve the quality. In this paper 
such a correction term is found, and its convergence properties proved in the special case of one-dimensional, linear, 
elliptic problems. Special attention is given to the effects of the appearance of singularities and zeros of derivatives 
in the exact solution. 
Keywords: Pointwise; A posteriori; Error estimator; Singular solution; Finite-element method 
1. Introduction 
When constructing error estimators for finite-element problems, two issues are competing: 
price (including computing time) and performance. If price is no issue and the user is willing to 
wait for the answer, it is normally possible to obtain very high performance simply by 
comparing the solution on the selected mesh to a solution on a finer mesh. In the p-version of 
the finite-eiement method something like this can be done at reasonable cost because of the 
hierarchical structure of the method (see, for example, [14]). Still it is advantageous to utilize 
existing (a posteriori) information in the problem at hand after the finite-element sohition, or 
at least information which is cheap to get to, to get information about the error committed with 
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as little effort as possible. This means that a very limited amount of information must be used, 
since each piece of information inevitably costs both time and money. 
The standard approach is to divide the error into important and less important pieces in the 
following fashion. A priori it is decided which piece of the error is the most important. For a 
q-order finite-element method normally the derivatives of order q + 1 of the exact solution are 
assumed to dominate the error. This is based on the idea of superconvergence that a piecewise 
q-order polynomial finite-element solution is a very good approximation to the exact solution 
and its first 9 derivatives. Also the assumption that the derivatives of order 4 + 1 are not 
negligible compared to the higher derivatives is made. Now the information to recover a 
posteriori is simply the size of the derivatives of order 9 + 1. Of course if the a priori 
assumption is wrong, the error estimator will capture possibly an insignificant part of the total 
error and therefore be without much value. Two things can be done about this situation. 
(a) It can be proven for the example considered that the computed part of the error is the 
most significant one. 
(b) Some way of detecting when more significant parts of the error are present could be 
included in the code itself. 
(al is the normal solution at least as long as “proven” is not taken too literally. Often some 
heuristics or intuition based on experience is implemented. One reason for undertaking the 
study presented in this article has been to develop an error estimator that allows also point (b) 
to be implemented in practice. This goal has been obtained by providing an error estimator that 
.IIOWS not only the estimation of the (4 + 11th derivatives, but also of derivatives of higher 
order (at L.I increased cost however). This feature also makes the error estimator well suited 
for the p- (or hp-1 methods of the finite-element method. 
The recovery of higher-order derivatives can be done in many different ways. One possibility 
is the utilization of global or local smoothening of the derivatives of order q (see, for example, 
[15,16]1, possibly involving the calculation of jumps over element interfaces in the mesh of these 
derivatives (see, for example, [13]). The smoothening approach has normally been based on 
pure!y heuristic ideas, but in [l] a structured approach to a posteriori error estimation is 
developed based on the idea of smoothening. It is shown that certain more theoretically based 
estimators can alternatively be explained as smoothening estimators. A second approach to the 
computation of error estimators is taken in the residual methods where the solution of certain 
local problems on each element gives the error estimation (see, for example, [2,3,5,6]). The 
literature is immense and the references cited only provide a few examples. Common to all of 
the above-mentioned approaches is that they provide estimation of the error in one particular 
norm (normally the energy norm). Change of norm is possible only with (often considerable) 
extra effort. The error estimator presented in this article instead is pointwise, allowing error 
estimation in any norm with insignificant extra effort. This is a unique feature that has often 
been requested in the literature but never provided. Because of its pointwise strutiture, the 
estimator can also be used for postprocessing to obtain a better solution if precise error 
estimation is not required. The estimator is of residual type based on the early estimators of 
RabuSka, Rheinboldt et al. mentioned above. It is using superconvergence properties of the 
finite-element solution in nodal points. Definitions and most proofs are given for a rather 
general, linear, one-dimensional case. Only the actual superconvergence is proved for a special 
test problem. The error estimator generalizes easily to also nonlinear problems in both one and 
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two dimensions where working versions of the error estimator are availabie (without precise 
proofs). 
A brief description of the organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the heuristics 
of the general case are explained and approach (b) mentioned above is taken into considera- 
tion. The following two sections introduce some notation to be used in the article, and the 
model problem to be considered respectively. In Section 5 the main result of the paper is 
presented and proved in a fairly general (one-dimensional, linear) setting. The result (Theorem 
1) includes some general assumptions about superconvergence. These assumptions are verified 
in Section 6 for the model problem considered. Finally, in Section 7 some general conclusions 
to the results are collected. The article contains three appendices. Appendix 1 gives a 
description of a theory for proving existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on data 
of the solution to a general variational problem. Appendix 2 deals with superconvergence. First 
Poisson’s equation is treated and then it is investigated how far it is possible to come with 
purely local methods for the model problem of the article. Finally, in Appendix 3 some 
computational results from [9] are included. 
2. Heuristics of the error estimator 
Consider the following formulation of a variational problem: 
find u,, E Y(O): B(ueT, ~7) = L( c), Vr E Y(O). il) 
In c R” is a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidian space for some positive integer n. 
The finite-element space Y’W> is assumed to contain, apart from enforced boundary 
conditions, all continuous functions that are piecewise polynomials over a finite-element mesh 
M over 0 with finitely many elements. B(u, - ) and L( -) are assumed to be linear, whereas B 
is allowed to be nonlinear in its first variable. 
Consider also the following discrete version of ( 1): 
B, and L, are computable approximations to B and L defined not just on 7”,(52) X T&i?) 
and z/;,(O) but on Y(L?> x 'F( L?) and Y(O), respectively. B, may be nonlinear in its first 
variable like B when a nonlinear solver is used in the solution process. If instead a linear solver 
is used to solve (2), B, must be a bilinear approximation to B. 
The discretized finite-element space Yi,@) = span{4i}l’Et; 1 is a vector space of dimension tz 1, 
consisting of piecewise polynomials over the finite-element mesh M that for simplicity will be 
assumed to consist of a single element d of volume V(A). (In one dimension, Yf&O) will 
typically be the set of polynomials of degree at most 4 for some integer 4.) Then there exists a 
set of parameters ai for i = 1,. . . ,tzl such that 
ufe = 2 ai4it in A. 
i= 1 
(3) 
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Let also {&}y. 1 (the error basis) be a set of polynomials over A such that {&}FJ, U {rlii}~~, is a 
iinearly independent set (in one dimension typically the set of polynomials of degree at most 
4 +p for some positive integer p). 
Assume that all error basis functions belong to V(O) and that the exact solution u,, is 
smooth enough for the following representation: 
n1 n:! 
rlex= E bi4i+ Cci@i +r, in A. (4) 
i= 1 i=l 
Here CAL 1 bilbi is some polynomial approximation to u ex, for example a Lagrange interpolant or 
a Taylor polynomial around the center of the element. The important thing is that the 
approximation is selected such that the remainder after the approximation contains only small 
terms like high-order terms in V(A). C~A Ibi~i + ICY; ICi~i is a corresponding better (higher- 
order) approximation to u,,. Finally, r is the remainder of u,, after the better approximation. 
Note that while the ai’S are known a posteriori, the hi’s, q’s and r are unknown in practice. 
The error e = u,, - ufe is now given by 
“1 “2 
e= C(bi-ai)~i+ Cci$i+r, in A. (5) 
i=l i=l 
The idea in the error estimation is as follows. If the remainder term r in (5) contains only terms 
of small size (higher order), and if the mesh A4 is selected in such a way that superconvergence 
lowers the size (raises the order) of the low-order terms Cy; r( bi - UiJ4i below the size (above 
the order) of the intermediate-order terms Ey: 1Ci~i, then these intermediate-order terms will 
dominate the error in A. For one-dimensional problems it is normally possible to select the 
bases such that this is the case whenever superconvergence increases the order of the errors in 
the nodal points of the mesh N. For two-dimensional cases an interesting result by Babushka 
and Yu [7] implies that the same is the case in two dimensions when even-order square or 
rectangular elements are being used. In this case the errors coming from the boundaries of the 
elements are negligiSie compared to the volume contributions. Assume that the intermediate- 
order terms dominate the error. This allows an approximation of the error e with e’ defined by 
e’= ~Ci~i, in A. (6) 
i=I 
The recovery of the error coefficients Ci for i = 1,. . . , n2 is done as follows. Let D,B(w, v) be 
the first Frechet derivative of B with respect to its firs! variable in the point s, taken in w. The 
following linearization I? of B around the finite-element solution ufe will be used to approxi- 
mate B in the two cases w = u,, and w = Q: 
B(w,u)=~(w.u)=B(ua,v)+D,,feB(w-u,,v), Ww,v~Y”(l2). (7) 
Also the following linearization & of B, will be used to approximate the linearization of B 
for w = e’: 
li(w, I;) -&(w, c) = B,(u,, 1~) + DufcBfe(w - ufe, c), VW, v E F’(Lt). (8) 
This approximation is based on the assumption that B, equals B apart from numerical 
integration replacing exact integration, and possibly a linearization of the type described in (7). 
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Note that for w = ufe, (7) is actually an equality ( Bh,, ~9 = &u,, ~9)) because of the 
bilinearity of the Frechet derivative. The importance of (7) is that h unlike B is bilinear. Now, 
B,(Z, v) -l@, v)-B(e, v)=B(u,,, v)-&ule, v) 
=B(u,,, v)- B(u,, v)=L(v)-B(uf,, v) 
= L,(v) - B,(u,, 4, WI E y(fl). 
Define the n2 X n2 error matrix l& and the n2 element residual vector ffe by 
From (6), (9)-(H) and the linearity of I!?,( 0, u), 
so, 
(9) 
(11) 
(12) 
t? in (13) is the local (elemental) pointwise error estimator over the element A. Since ffe and r?, 
are computable after finding the finite-element solution ufe, 2 is also computable a posteriori. 
From (13) an error estimate can now be calculated in whatever norm convenient; locally or 
globally. The cost of computing e^ is very small compared to the cost of computing ufe since 
strictly local problems are involved. (When the mesh contains more than one element, then 
{&},?: I and {&},Fz 1 are local polynomial bases extended by zero outside the element A .) This 
assumes of course that n2 is a small number. In general n, = n is a reasonable choice, IZ being 
the dimension of the domain 0, but choosing a larger n, gives the possibility of handling 
atypical situations where for example some higher derivatives have a zero in an element. In one 
dimension, for example, with 4 degree elements, if the (4 + 1)th derivative has a zero in an 
element and n2 = 1, then the error estimate would give zero. This is reasonable from the global 
point of view, since the error in the element is of higher order (smaller size) than in other 
elements. By choosing a larger n 2 ( n2 = 2), the fine structure of the local error would be 
discovered. This comment relates to the point (b) stated in the Introduction. It allows a way of 
detecting when the dominating part of the local error is of higher order than normally and to 
compute this dominating part. Also the price is fairly reasonable again because of the strictly 
local problems that are solved. 
3. Notation tend presentation of the problem 
To be able to present proofs of the properties of the error estimator introduced above, the 
one-dimensional case is considered. Let 0 be an open, bounded, real interval with endpoints sU 
and s, i! the set R of reai numbers and let fi be its closure. The standard notation E”, F’, 
m.p ( “?.P) and F”’ (z”) is used for the k times continuously differentiable functions, the 
functions with integrable pth power and the Sobolev spaces of nz times weakly differentiable 
functions in the _YP norm (with vanishing traces on the boundary) with 2Y replacing W when 
P ? = _. 
The nonstandard notation %‘,X,C~J will be used for the set of finite/y nonsrnooth functions 
over the bounded interval D, belonging to Kx in all of a except for finitely many points. Any 
and all functions over 0 considered in this paper will be assumed to be in %?&(D> without 
further mention. 
The standard notation for the norm (seminorm) over a normed vector space 7 is 11 l lly 
(I= I,-,. 
Consider the following linear variational problem: 
find H,, E -2/(R): I?@,,, ~1) = L( r), tlrv E ‘-r-(n), 
and a linear finite-dimensional discretization 
(14) 
find life E Y&2): B,(u,, 1%) =L,(r), VP E Y&2), (15) 
where B, L, V, Y. B,, L,, WfC and LYf, are selected such that (14) and (15) have unique 
solutions depending continuously on the data. An example of a selection is given in the 
following section, and in Appendix 1 a fairly general theory is stated. 
It is assumed that B and Z?, are localizable in the sense that if Z[. is the indicator function 
for L* being one in the support of L* and zero outside, then 
B(u, L’) = B(crl,., r), whenever 11, nZ(. E rz/(n) and L’ E Y(R), 
\ 
(14) 
and correspondingly for BfC. Aimost all practical bilinear forms are localizable. This feature 
allows error estimates to be recovered from purely local auxiliary problems, thus providing 
cheap and fast computations of the error estimates. 
To simplify notation, the treatment will be restricted to the traditional case where the 
identical finite-dimensional trial and test spaces Y&2) = 2’&2) cP”“! 0) consist of piece- 
wise polynomials in the space Y’K(Q), where 4 = (ql,. . . , qJ is the vector of polynomial 
degrees in the elements of the finite-element mesh A4 and the integer K lying in the closed 
interval from 0 to min,, , . . . . . ,,, $(qr + 1) describes the global smoothness of the space, K - 1 
being the number of continuous derivatives, with no continuity requirements for K = 0. (The 
scalar notation 9$” (0) may be used when the polynomial degree 4 is the same in all 
elements.) 
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Fig. 1. Local and global mesh notation. 
Let a finite-element mesh M = {A,},?~ 1 over D = [so, sr ] (see Fig. 1) be given in such a way 
that all singularities of u,, and its lower derivatives occur in nodal points, or, more precisely, 
u,, E 5P-’ +2+a’(interior(A’)), for I = 1,. . . , N, (17) 
((Y’ is introduced below). This is possible in theory by the initial assumption that any function is 
infinitely smooth in n except for a finite number of points. In practice the necessary 
information may come from physical knowledge of the problem which is normally present in 
one space dimension. Alternatively an adaptive process based on the ideas presented in [lo-121 
may determine the position of the singularities and introduce nodal points there. 
For 1= l,..., N, the closed interval A, = [x,, x,+ 1 ] = [x,, xI + h,] is the Ith finite element 
(see Fig. 11, q’ 2 0 is the polynomial order of b’, and cy, is the highest multiplicity of an isolated 
zero of u(,“,“+) in A,. Also introduce a local base {&}:., and an extension (the error 
base ) { &};““$+p’ spanning the spaces of polynomials of degree at most q, and q, + 1 + CY,, 
respectively, over the reference element [ - 1, 11. Let for simplicity g”)( &- 1) = 0 for i = q, + 
1 , . . . , q, + 1 + ar’ and derivatives k = 0,. . . , K -- 1 for K > 1, where K as mentioned determines 
the global smoothness of the finite-element space. Normally it will not be necessary to let 6 
depend on I, but this is an option. To simplify notation, the possible dependence of 6; on I has 
not been indicated. 
The following maxima and vectors are needed: h = max 1 <, d ,,, h,, q = (q,, . . . , q,J, ij = 
max,.,.,q,, Q!= hp. l l , a,) and E=max,G’G,cq. 
AS mentioned above and shown on Fig. 1, [ - 1, l] is taken as the refererzce element, and the 
linear mappings between this and the elements A, of A4 are denoted T, and T; *, respectively, 
for I= l,..., Iv. (T,(x) = 2(x -x,)/h, - 1.) Ger -rally for functions, say g, defined on an 
element A, and g defined on the reference element, B’ will denote the mapping by T, of g to 
the reference element, and 2’ will denote the extension by zero outside A, of g or alternatively 
of the mapping by T,-l to A, of g. For example, e will denote the extension by zero outside A, 
of the mapping to A, of the local basis functions 6. 
The asymptotic notation f = O:(K) will be used for a function f defined on a set w, such 
that f divided by the parameter K is uniformly, pointwise bounded in o as K + a. The “ = ” is 
replaced by an “ = ” when K is the best-possible bound in some sense to appear from context. 
If a function g has the same asymptotic properties as f, this is denoted f - O,“(g). 
For the normal scaling of the local finite-element bases for the h-version of the finite-ele- 
ment method, (@) = Ojjh;“) and I]($)(k)llY.P(J,J = Ojjh, 1/“-k) for all I and i and derivatives 
k between 0 and the degree of si. Here l/p is zero for p = m. 
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The bilinear form B is normally constructed to “suit” a differential operator D of order say 
k,. (See, for example, Appendix 1 (8%(90).) Still considering only the h-version of the 
finite-element method, it is natural to assume that B(u, v) = CO$zzvh~-“9 for u E Y, O:I(dk)) 
E Oijh,kzl), LT E Yp, and O$v(“)) = O~$JZ,~V), for relevant numbers k of derivatives. The 
summation is over the values of I E { 1,. . . , N} such that A, intersects the supports of u and v. 
Note that the power h: originates from the integral over A,, but that also C,“= Ihf = 1 L? 1 = O:(l). 
4. Introduction of the model problem 
The following one-dimensional, second-order, self-adjoint, elliptic boundary value problem 
will be used to exemplify (88). It models radially symmetric two-dimensional problems of 
elasticity or structural mechanics. 
Find u,,~~“(~)n~‘(R): -(a(x)u&x))‘+b(x)u,,(x) =f(x), 
for x E 0 =]O, I[, zfC,(0) = ziJ1) = 0. (18) 
In (18) it is assumed that with the nonnegative integers if and Z as defined in Section 3, 
n ,,,+,+q,-). (19 
3Rminv amax ER:O<tTmi,<tZ(X)<a,,, VXEiT. (20) 
(Note that the existence of amax follows from (19). The new assumption is that a is bounded 
away from zero.) 
(Note that the existence of b,, follows from (21). The new assumption is that b is nonnegative.) 
and 
and 
f =Sf*+fm where 6 =0 or 1, (23) 
f,(x) = - (4~WP -x>‘>‘+b(x)(xP -x), for x Ea, (24) 
some p > 1 - l/p for some p 2 1. Also, 
f() E iP+“(a). (25) 
Eqs. (19)~(25) are set up to allow a natural splitting of the solution u,, to (18): 
Z’C1 = au, + zcg, 
where 
(26) 
u,(x)=xp-x, forx&, (27) 
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and ug solves 
find ug E g’(B): -(a(x)ub(x))‘+b(x)u,(x) =fo(x), for ~~32, (28) 
and u,(O) = u&l) = 0. 
The assumptions on a, b and f. in (19)-(25) guarantee existence and uniqueness of a 
solution to (28) (see, for example, [8]). Existence of a solution to (18) is then clear from 
(26)-(28), and uniqueness follows by the standard argument. 
Note that since /3 > 0, u,, itself is nonsingular. All singularities occur in the derivatives. For 
P <k, u$) has a nonvanishing singular part. 
Note also that the lower bound 1 - l/p for p is selected so that u,, E %@*“(fi). For 
p > k - l/p, u,, E zWkvp(0). 
Now if u,, E g2(0) is the unique solution to (18), then, since f (by (23)-(25)) and b (by (21)) 
are both in Z? @“(L!), it follows that 
tau;,)I = bu,, _ f E ppinILB+~l(~) a aul,, E gmWJ+I+3(fq j u,, E gn1in(4*q+2+a)(f)), 
since a by (19) is in ‘Z @+ l +E(fi) and by (20) is bounded away from zero. A repetition of this 
argument I times leads to ucl E ‘Z min(4+2’v@2+a)(fi). Thus by taking I sufficiently large, the 
following result is evident: 
the unique solution u,, to (18) satisfies u,, E g9+2L’(fl). (29) 
Using the same argument on uO, solving (28) with fl replaced by D, gives the following result: 
the unique solution ug to (28) satisfies 1~~ E ‘Zii+2+a( ). (30) 
The variational problem replacing (181, and exemplifying (14), is 
find u,, E 5??1*p(0): B(u,,, 17) =L(r), Vr E 2&‘*p/(p-‘)(fi?), (31) 
where 
B(w, P) = \‘(a(x)w’( x)d( x) + b( x)w( x)r( x)) dx, 
0 
VW E g*‘*P(fi) and VL~ E ‘2?‘*p/(p-‘)(L?), 
and 
L(d = /‘( f,(x)r’(x) + f,(x)r(x)) dx, Vll E ‘$J’/(p-l)(fi), 
0 
(3 ) 2 
(33) 
where 
f,(x) =Sa(x)(PxP- - 1) and f?(x) =Gb(x)(xP -x) +f(,(x), for XEL!. 
The notation of the model problem in the frame of the general variational problem 
presented in Section 3 is as follows: 
the endpoints of the domain L? are sg = 0 and s1 = 1. (34) 
19-l 
In UB), 
k,=O, k,=L Da = - (ad) + brr -f, Gu = (u(O), pi). (35) 
In (14), 
2-y = +u, ‘-7 ‘= gl.P/(P- 1) 
, (36) 
and B and L are given by (32) and (33). 
The conditions on Q, b and f are selected to give (29) which corresponds to (1’7) and so that 
(31)-(33) is a reasonable generalization of (18) such that (90)-(94) and thus Theorem 3 of 
Appendix 1 holds. The straightforward proofs that the global requirements (90)-(94) for B and 
L are satisfied for the model problem can be found in [9, Sections 2.2, 10.1 and lO.2]. Also (16) 
is satisfied, and the asymptotic assumption on the bilinear form B(u, d = CO~,h~‘h)-~9 for 
II E # with k 1 = 2. 
As the discretized version of (3 l&-(33) is selected: 
find 1~~ E :Y$’ (R): B,(u,, r) = L,( I’), Vr E @(f2), (37) 
for some vector 4=(ql,..., QJ of positive integers each less than or equal to the integer 4 in 
(29)-(30) and with the mesh M described in Fig. 1. Here, 
i=l 
where 
f;(~)=sG(~)(&~-‘-l) and &x)=8&x)(xs-x)+f;,(x), forxEL?. 
Here s, and li for i= l,..., s are the points and weights in an s-point numerical integration 
scheme ovef [OL 11. 
Also a, b, fO and 6 are known approximations to the possibly unknown a, b, fO and p, 
satisfying the conditions (19)-(25) with a, a,i,, a,,, 6, bmm, f, f,, fO and p replaced with G, 
aminT a,,, 6, b,, , 6 f;, f;, and 6. 
With this selection, the global requirements for B, and L, are satisfied, so that Theorem 4 
of Appendix 1 holds, guaranteeing existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on data 
of the solution to (37). 
5. The finite-element error 
With the exact solution II,, and the finite-element 
respectively, the finite-element error e and its derivatives 
e(“)(x) = U::)(X) -L@(X), for x E@), k = 0, 1, 
solution 14 fe given by (14) and (15) 
are defined by 
2 ,..s . (40) 
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Here DC”) is the set of points in D where etk) is defined and continuous. (Recall from the 
beginning of Section 3 the general assumption that all functions defined over &? are infinitely 
smooth except for a finite number of points in G.> Also note that it was assumed that possible 
singularity points of u,, and its derivatives are known before the final selection of the mesh and 
that nodes are placed in all points with sufficiently strong singularities in such a way that u,, 
belongs to % q/+2+cul in the interior of any element of the final mesh (see ( 17)). This selection is 
necessary to obtain optimal rates of convergence for the finite-element error and for the error 
estimator developed below to be effective. 
For the elemental approach taken below, it is convenient to use a local setting. For that 
recall the notation B’ introduced in Section 3 for the mapping of a function g defined over the 
finite element A, to the reference element [ - 1, 11. Now express the mappings of ufe and u,, by 
the local basis functions introduced in Section 3: 
ijlfc.(y)= Cai,&(y), for YE [-l,l], I= l,..., N, 
i = 0 
(41) 
g,(Y) = . C .bi,&(Y) +"(Y)T 
i = 0 
for y E [--I, l] n 7$@?nA,), I= l,...,N. (42) 
The coefficients ai, in (41) are known a posteriori from the solution of (15). In (42) the bi, are 
the (unknown) coefficients in some polynomial approximation of z& Many different approxi- 
mations will work including various Lagrangian and Hermitian inte_rpolants, plines and Taylor 
polynomials, an important feature being that the remainder term R’ (the approximation error) 
is of higher order than the approximating function, i.e., becomes insignificant as the minimum 
over all elements of the number of degrees of freedom per unit length of 0 goes to infinity. To 
avoid potential problems caused by unbounded derivatives in nodal points, a Taylor expansion 
around the midpoint of the reference element is chosen here for the approximating function in 
each element: let generally 9Jf, s)( y ) = E~=~J’%)( y - s)‘/i! be the Taylor polynomial for f 
of degree q around the point s taker1 in the point y, and select cyi_+,,’ +“lb:,& = .~~~,+, +,$fiLx, 0) fzr 
I= l,..., N. (Whatever global smoothness is missing by combining such Taylor polynomials at 
element boundaries is made up for by the remainder terms.) 
The error naturally splits into three parts denoted low-, irztennediate- and high-order terms as 
follows: 
(iI q/+ 1 +tr, 
C’(Y) = c (bi, - ai,)~o) + c b;,&(Y) + i’(Y), 
i=O i=q,+ I 
. / / high 
low intcrmcdiatc 
for ye [-1, I] n 7’,(@%A,), I= l,..., N. i43) 
Under certain conditions, the intermediate-order terms dominate except possibly close to 
singularities. The low-order terms are small because the a,, arc good approximations to the h,, 
(superconvergence). The high-order terms are small because the major part of the error can be 
described by the low- and intermediate-order terms. 
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First consider the intermediate-order terms. Note from (42) that 
x-x =~~~“~~,o)+(~~,+,+,l(~~~,O)-~~~~5,,0))+~’ 
I 
i 27 (3X* (II+l+ai 0) -z,pL 
O)rk)(0) = 0, for k = 0,. . . ,q,, 
But then (noting that d/dy = $z,(d/dx) where y are local and x global coordinates): 
9/+1+q 
= c b;,(5;W - =T9,(& O)(Y)), 
i=q,+ 1 
for yE [-1, 11, C= t,...,N. (45) 
Also recall that u::+‘) by assumption has a highest-order isolated zero in A, (say in I-,) of order 
c+ Then, 
lf$( XI + $1,) = 
t$y+aq qu) 
(q+ 1 +cr,-i)! 
(x, + gl, - r,)9i+1+a’-i, 
for i=q,+ 1 ,..., q,+l+a,, I=1 )..., N, (46) 
for some qil in the interior of A, (between x, + $z, and rl) for the relevant values of the 
indices i and 1. 
Let f[ = T&r,), select a new summation variable j = q1 + 1 + q - i, and let Sjl= qq,+ 1 +a,-j,[’ 
Then (4S), (46) give the following result for the local intermediate-order [erms: 
rlr+ 1+q 
c b,,(L(Y) - q/(s;* O)(Y)) 
i=q,+ I
= 5 (-1)’ l(y;+ : +a,)( &J( fg+ 1 +ur 
j! (4, + 1 +a, -j)! Y 
q,+ ita,-jyj 
1, for yE[-l,l], l=l,..., IV. 
j=O 
(47) 
Here sj, belongs to the interior of A, (between x, + $I, and the highest-order isolated zero r, 
for ~~“‘1 and ?, = T&r,) E [ - 1, l] for the relevant values of the indices j and 1. 
For the most common case where u,, M+ ‘) has no zeros in A,, (47) is still valid. There is no r,, 
but also q = 0, so only ?F occurs in the formula, and this should simply be interpreted as 1. 
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Note that it is the coefficients bi, and n_ot the basis functions 6 that converge to zero. 
Therefore the added low-order terms .YJti, 0) on the left-hand side of (47) do not influence 
the convergence properties of the intermediate-order terms. 
For an h-type finite-element method the intermediate-order terms converge as I~;lr+‘+~l 
away from singularities in u,,. Close to say an algebraic singularity of strength ~a, uLz+ ‘) has 
no zeros, so a, = 0 and uz+‘) behaves like h~-(4/+‘+crl), giving a convergence of ha 
intermediate-order terms. A derivative removes one order in h, so that generally 
$ ( ;;g;bils;(y)) = ~~~U~+l+U,)h;lr+l+ar-k), 
for y=T,(x)~[-1, l] nT,(@‘nA,), k=O, l,..., q,+l+a,,I=l,..., N. 
Note that taking the _YP-norm over A, on the left-hand side of (48) according 
. 
for the 
(48) 
to the 
asymptotical assumptions on the basis functions will add a power hjip on the right-hand side. 
From the standard expression for the remainder of a (4, + 1 + a,)-order Taylor expansion, 
the high-order terms satisfy 
&if(Y) = u~+z+a~‘(&)($,)q’+2+*‘-kyq,+2+a,_k 
(q,+2+(Y,-k)! 
for Y=~~(x)E[-1, l] nT,(@%Al), l=l,..., N, k=O, 1,2 ,..., (49) 
with an added power hflp on the right-hand side when the PP(A,)-norm is taken on the 
left-hand side. In (49), 6, is some point in the interior of A, for I = 1,. . . , N. 
Away from singularities, the intermediate-order terms dominate the high-order terms, 
whereas close to say an algebraic singularity of strength x p, the convergence rate is the same 
signifying that the intermediate-order terms alone cannot capture the singularity. They capture 
the right order though; only the constant is wrong. To get a corresponding domination of the 
intermediate-order terms over the low-order terms, it is necessary to obtain a higher order of 
convergence for the low-order terms than the h, G+ ‘+a/ which is the best that could be expected 
from standard interpolation theory. This superconvergence will be realized here by assuming 
the existence of an extraction operator Z-I with the following properties: 
H(Z’, 6) = 0~~u~+1+n~~h~c2fa~), for i = 0,. . . , qr, I = 1,. . . , N, PO) 
H( I?, &) = 0j~u$J’+2+ni)h;l,+2+a~), for i = O,.. .,q,, I = 1,. . . , N, (51) 
~(6, 5;)=sij= { iy zIei=” for i=O,...,qr, ~=~7-.-9N~ 
, , 
H is linear in its first component. (53) 
An example of such an extraction operator for the model problem will be presented below. 
Superconvergence is generally a global phenomenon, and strict restrictions on the choice of 
meshes are necessary to get the proper convergence rates, i.e., to get existence of an extraction 
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operator H as defined above. (Exceptions exist for example for the Poisson problem.) Some 
comments on superconvergence-are given in Appendix 2. 
Using (50)-(53) in (43) with & as second argument, for i = 0,. . . , qr, immediately gives 
d” qt 
x (b,, - a,)&(y) = 0~~z4~~+*+~l)h;+*+~~-~), 
dx” i=. 
fory=T,(x)E[-l,l]nT,(fi%P,), I=1 ,..., N, k=0,1,2 ,..., (54) 
which is of the required higher order; (same order as the high-order terms). 
To extract approximations of the coefficients bi/, for i = qr + 1,. . . , qr + 1 + cyf and I = 
1 . . . , N, of the dominating intermediate-order terms in the error, (14) gives (noting that 
&Y(C0\Y~&2) for j=q+- l,...,qr+ 1 +cY,, 1= 1 , . . . , IV, and recalling that B is localiz- 
able (see (16))) 
+%X 9 t$ =L(&‘), for j=qr+ l,..., qr+ 1 +a,, I= l,..., N, ( 5) 5 
I: 
for j=ql+ l,..., qr+ 1 +cY,, I= l,..., N, (56) 
where 6, = BJu,, * ) - Bfu,, -1, 6, = L( . ) - L,( -1 and 6, = B(C,N_ 1CyLJbil- ai/)$ + R, l ). 
To be able to compute the intermediate-order terms from (56), it is necessary that the 
computable first two terms on the right-hand side of (56) dominate the noncomputable 6,. terms 
for j = 1,2,3. Using the asymptotical assumptions on the basis functions and the bilinear form, 
together with (48), (49) and (54) this results in the following assumption: 
8,(5;1), &($) = 0~~~4~+*+~l)h;lrf3+al_kl), 
forj=q,+ 1 ,..., q,+l+a,, l=l,..., N. (57) 
Note that (57) is a requirement on the precision of the approximation of B with B, and of L 
with L,. This includes for example integration errors. 
Define the following matrices S, E iw(’ +a~)x(ltad and vectors b,, F-! and or E R’+a1 for 
I = 1,. . . , N: 
I 7 Bk 9 q, + 1 ’ c ) -q/+1 
BI = 
. . . 
B(g,+D a,+!+n,) 
. . . B(&+,+ap $,+I) 
. . . 
. . . B(i;,+*+LY,, &+i+u,) 
\ 
9 
I 
1 b \ q/f 1.1 
b1 = : , F-, = 
. 
b \ q,+1+cr,q 
(58) 
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and 
I (4 + 62 - s,,(~,+l) ’ . 
a= I . 
$6, +BZ-s#,+*+o,)) 
, fork1 ,..., N. 
Then (56) can be written as the matrix inversion problems 
B,b,=r,++ for 1= I,..., N. (59 
Now assume that 11 satisfies the SabuSk+Brezzi condition (92) with Z(a) and Y(n) replaced 
by span{&‘}~Y.~‘++~/ for I = i , . . . , N. Then EQ is nonsing Jar for I = 1, . . . , N (see, for example, [9, 
Lemma 2.3.21) and (59) has the solution 
b,=B;-‘(r, i-q), for I= l,..., N. (60) 
Note that in the most common case a, = 0, the Ith problem in (60) is scalar and the inversion is 
a simple division. 
Also note by the asymptotical assumptions on the basis functions and the bilinear form and 
(48), (49) and (54) that 
91+ 1 +q 
c ( B;lOl)i(S;l)(k) = ~~~U~+Z+cr,)h;l,+2+a,-k)l 
i=q,+ 1 
while CAL=,,+ I 7 +l+*/(B,lr!)i(~i)(k) 2 00(UlP,‘fl+~l)h:I+l+u/-k) for k = () . . ..,q + 1 +a, and I = 
1 , . . . , N. So, away from singulariti& the & ’ yr terms dominate over the B,- *or terms, while the 
convergence rates are identical close to singularities. 
Define one more set of vectors in lJ%‘? 
aq,+ 1 ,I 
. a, = I : . =B,-‘r,, for I= l,..., N. . a cJ/+ 1 +q,l (61) 
Then the following theorem is proved, providing an asymptotically exact, pointwise, a posteriori 
error estimator away from singularities. 
Theorem 1. With all notation, requirements and assumptions of Sections 3-5 valid, or alterna- 
timely with Theorems 3 and 4 of Appendix 1 tvalid, ( 161, ( 17), asymptotical assumptions on the 
basis functions and the bilinear form (50)-(53) and (57) satisfied, and B, defined in (58) inrertible 
for I= I,..., N, then 
9’+~a’bi,($)(X)(X) + O~~u(,~+Z+a/)h:,+2+n,-r 
forxE@!), k =O, 1, 2,..., (62) 
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where the computable al are gilyea by (61) and W, and 
fork=O, l,..., q/+ 1 +q, I= l,...,N. (63) 
A couple of comments to the results of Theorem 1 are in order. 
The first comment is about the numbers a, of zeros in the higher derivatives. Although in 
general the q’s are unknown, it is known that in general they will be zero in most of the 
elements of the mesh since II!‘+‘) will have a very limited number of zeros. The normal 
approach in a practical situation should therefore be to assume cq = 0 for I = 1,. . . , N. This will 
work in almost all elements, and in elements where it does not work, i.e., where u$+‘) does 
have zeros, the error is of order q higher than in most other elements where ~(a,‘+‘) does not 
have any zeros (for the h-version of the finite-element method). In practice this results in 
deterioration of the local effectivity of the estimates around zeros of u!$+‘), but does not 
influence significantly the global picture; (a 100% deviation on 0.1% of the error is of no 
concern globally). This conclusion is confirmed by computations (see Appendix 31, and the local 
deterioration in areas of small error is well known from most other error estimators also. Note 
that the deterioration is in the relative effectivity only in the sense that the estimator divided by 
the exact error does not converge to one. The estimator still has the correct order of 
convergence which is higher than in elements without zeros in the high derivatives. It is the 
constant that is wrong. This means that the estimator will correctly identify elements with zeros 
in the higher derivatives as having smaller error than elements where there are no zeros of the 
higher derivatives. With this approach, the pointwise estimator p (k) of the k th derivative of the 
exact error is given by Theorem 1 as 
forx-EdI, I= l,..., N, k=O, 1,2 ,... . (64) 
The next comment is on the problems near singularities. Also here the effectivity of the 
indicator deteriorates, but again this does not destroy the global properties of the estimation as 
long as the errors in the elements close to the singularities are of the same size (to obtain the 
superconvergence of the low-order terms) as the errors in any of the other elements. Since the 
number of elements affected by singularities is very small compared to the number of elements 
away from singularities, the global influence is limited. Again the order of the error is 
estimated correctly, but the constant is wrong, and again the conclusion is supported by 
computations (see Appendix 3). 
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6. The finite-element error for the model problem 
For a superconvergence xtraction operator H to meet the requirements (50)-(53) for a 
particular problem, H will depend not_ only on the model problem itself, but also on the 
selection of the bases and error bases {(i}:’ I and {ti}i =q,+ , q’+l+n/, respectively. Note that the choice 
of basis functions does not restrict the choice of bases for computational purposes (further than 
the selection Wff, = Yfe =s,$’ already made!. This is because the extraction operator is used 
only to extract superconvergence properties for the whole low-order part of the error, and this 
can be expanded using any basis for 9;‘: say Cyk,( bi/ - ai/)& = ~~~,( Pi, - (ri,)~i for some 
local computational basis {+i)~~o. Then also H(Cp=,( Pi/ - (Yi,)~i, V) = H(~~=,( bi, - a,)&, V) for 
any v where the latter is well-defined, thus giving the same superconvergence properties of the 
low-order ter_ms in the computational basis as in the theoretical basis. Instead, the choice of the 
extensions { (i}i =q,+ 1 91+ 1 -l of the bases requires this selection to be used also for practical computa- 
tions (or linear combinations of these functions). Otherwise low-order terms will appear that 
may destroy the superconvergence. For these reasons the extended bases should be chosen with 
emphasis on reasonable extensions for error estimation instead of on reasonable bases for 
computational purposes. 
For the model problem described in Section 4 just one example of the selection of extension 
operator and basis functions will be presented. It takes advantage of the orthogonality of the 
Legendre polynomials over the reference element. Let 
&J(Y) = 19 
&(y)=l’ Pi_,(t) dt, for i> 1, 
for y E [ - 1, 11. (69 
-1 
Here Pi for i-2 0 are the Legend_re polynomials of degree i. 
Note that & = 1 + y and that 5i for i > 2 are polynomials of degree i that are even for i even 
and odd for i odd, and thus are well suited for error estimation. 
-Also it is e_asily seen that the selection in (65) gives the required spanning properties of 
{Si)y’. 0 and {~i)~~~,:‘p’, and that the asymptotical assumptions on the basis functions are 
satisfied. Also the endpoint conditions can be extended to 
&J&1)=1, &(1)=2, s;:(+l)=O, in all other cases (i = 1, 2,...). (66) 
Now the extraction operator H is introduced as follows: 
H(u, 60) = u( - l), 
H(u, 6) = (2i - 1)/1 u’(y)&y) dy, for i > I, 
for yE [-l,l]. (67) 
-1 
Note that H(u, t$ = u( 1) - u( - 1). H is clearly linear in its first component; so (53) is 
satisfied. Also (52) is clear from (66), (67) and the following property of the Legendre 
polynomials: 
for i = j, 
else, 
(68) 
where Pi = Pi for j >, i and pi is an arbitrary polynomial of degree at most j for j < i. 
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Eq. (5 1) follows from (49), noting for i = 0 that e is continuous in fi so that @.?= 35, and for 
i 2 1 that the power lost by differentiating R comes back from the transformation to the 
reference element. 
Eq. (50) will be recovered by considering separately the three cases i = 0, i = 1 and i 2 2. 
Three resuhs are needed. The first (corresponding to (50) for i = 0) is 
e.(x,) = o~~lf(el:I+‘+al)hgl’*+al), I = 1,. . . , N. (6% 
Note that e(x,) = e&+, ) = 0 by the enforced boundary conditions, so that (69) is trivially 
satisfied for I = 1 (and 1= N + 1). For I = 2,. . . , N the cd,, WC+ 1+al) term in (69) is bounded away 
from zero, but close to x = 0 it is still of order O~$tr~-(“~~ l+al)). 
The second and third result needed to establish (SO) in the cases i = 1 and i > 1 is 
for i= l,..., qi, 1= 1, ..., N. (70) 
Eq. (69) could be referred to as nodal point superconvergence and (70) as interior element 
supercomwgence. 
To establish (69) and (70), an approach reminiscent of the Green’s function approach will be 
taken. (See also Appendix 2 for the approach for the Poisson equation.) For (69) introduce the 
following global auxiliary problem for (18): 
find c;m E a”( a) n g*( a\ {x~)): 
- (a( x)Gk( x))’ + b( x)G,&) = 0, for x E G\ (xm), G,(O) = G,,( 1) = 0, 
1 
lim (Gk(x,, + E) - G&Y,,, - E)) = - -- 
E 40 a(%?) ’ 
(G:, jumps in 
For (70) in the case i = 1 the following local auxiliary problem for 
find G,, E go@) I? %?‘*( a\ (x1- x1+ 1,): G,,(O) = G,,( 1) = 0, 
x,,J, for m = 2,. . . , N. 
(71) 
(18) will be used: 
- (a(x)G’,,(x))‘+ b(x)G,,(x) == 0, for x Efi\{x,, ~I+I)~ 
lim (G;/(x, + E) - G;,(x, - E)) = 
E’O a(x,)k, ’ 
(G’,, jumps in xl) 
1 
lim (G;,(x,, * 
E’O 
+ E) - G’,!(x,+, - E)) = - 
4% 1 )h, ’ 
(G;, jumps in x/+~), for I = 1,. . ,, N. 
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T,he h,’ nature of the jumps of G’,, in x, and x,+ 1 
~/r&P-l)(a) ’ d 
is enforced to keep G,/ bounded in 
rn ependently of h,, and to allow the recovery of e(x,+,) - e(x,). The necessity 
is seen most easily in the special case a = 1, b = 0, where G,, is piecewise linear. Let 
f% for 0 <x <x,, 
G,,(x) = Cx+D, for xI <x <x,+r, (73) 
B(x - l), for xI+r <x < 1. 
Continuity of G,, now gives the two conditions Rx, = Cx, + D and B(x,+, - 1) = CxI+r + D. 
The requirement that the jumps of G;, are of the same numerical value but of opposite sign (as 
shown below, this is necessary to allow the recovery of e(x/+ J - e(x,)) gives the additional 
condition C -A = -(B - C). Solving for C gives C =A(1 - l/h,) = A/h,. Since a and b are 
independent of h,, the perturbations introduced by these terms being different from 1 and 0 
respectively does not influence the result. 
For (70) in the case i >, 2 the following local auxiliary problem for (18) will be used: 
find Gil E g”(B) n g2(a\(xI, x[+r)): G,!(x) = 0, for x d&A,, 
- (a(x)Gil b(x)G,(x) = -@r(x), for x ELI/, 
Gil(xI)=Gil(X,+1)=0, for i=2,...,q,, l=l,...,N. (74) 
Here $ is the mapping to A, of the basis function 6 on the reference element [ - 1, 11. The 
existence and uniqueness of G,n E %?“‘2’“(~\{x,,,}I and Gil E %Y4+2+z(a\{x,, xI+r)) for i >, 1 
follows as for the model problem itself (see comment affer (28)) since the right-hand sides of 
the auxiliary problems are sufficiently smooth (0 E ‘Z”(In) and $ E PTA,)). In particular, G,, 
Gi, E $f l,P/(P- 1) (In) for m = 1 , . . . , N + 1, i = 2,. . . , qr and I = 1,. . . , N. But, 
Also, 
= /u1( - (a(x)G:,,(x))’ +b(x)G,,(x))e(x) dx + [WG:,,WWl (lo”’ + I:,) 
=e(x,J, for yy1 = 2 ,..., N. (75) 
B(e, G,,) = /I(a(x)G’Jx)e’(x) + b(x)G,,(x)e(x)) dx 
0 
= /‘(- (WWx))l + wwdx))e(x) dx 
1 ,a(-~)G;l(x)e(x)](l~’ + I?,+’ I!-,,,) 
= i(e(x,+,) -e(q)) = ~If(c?‘, 5;), for I= l,---~ N. 
I I 
(76) 
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Finally, 
B( e, Gil) = {“=‘(a( x)G:,( x)e’( x) + b( x)G,,( x)e( x)} dx 
XI 
= f’+‘( -(a(x)Gi + b(x)Gi,(x))e(x) dx + [a(x)GII(X)e(x)]~:” 
= fl(($(x)et(x) dx i [ (a( x)G:,( x) - ($I( x))e( x)]‘::” 
= & &(“‘v 6) + C&(Xl+ I) - 4%)) - I 
= & $il(“‘, 6) + czrB(e, G,,), for i = 2 ,..., qr, I=1 ,..., N, (771 - 
1 
where q1 = a(X,JG#& - (&‘(E1) = Oij12;‘) for some X, E A, and czI = h/c,, = Oijl> are 
well-defined constants. 
Now by the boundedness a& elliptic&y of B, 
I B(e, L’) I = I B(e, c --s) + h.o.t. 1, Ws E 7/;e, 
G C, II e II +-P(R) IIu - s 11 .p.p/uyR) + h.o.t., Ws E Y&Y 
(78) 
In (78) the first inequality comes from the boundedness of B, while the second is the standard 
approximability result obtained from the boundedness of B and the inf-sup condition. The 
assumption that integration errors are negligible higher-order terms (h.0.t.) has been made. 
This is possibly a strengthening of the earlier assumption (571, but no further details will be 
given here. The general result is identical to, but the proof more complicated than for the 
special case of the model problem with p = 2 where ellipticity (BCu, u) > C, II u II&& replaces 
the inf-sup condition. In that case the result follows from the following simple argument for all 
W E z&W = Y&2): 
C, II e ll&2~ <B(e, e) =B(e, e -w) +6,(w) G Cb II e II W(R) IIe - w II %(R) + I S,(w) I. 
The proof in the general case can be found in [4,9]. 
Using (78) in (75), 
I e( x1) ! = I B(e, G,) I 
x b/p ( 
(P-1)/P 
iP/P- 1m/+ l- 1 +(I - l/P)) 
+ h.o.t. 
I=1 
= ~=~;U;NO~,(u~+lf~l)hll+al) max O,q(hp) + h.o.t., 
I= l,...,N 
for I= 2,. . . , N. (79) 
.-.-, 
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Now assume that balanced meshes are used such that all terms in the maximization in (79) are 
of the same order of magnitude (for example a mesh which is quasi uniform away from the 
singularity and has the same polynomial degree, while the mesh is graded close to the 
singularity in such a way that the error in all elements are approximately equal). Eq. (79) then 
takes the form 
I e( xl) I G O@,, (q+ 1 +n,)h7/+2+a/+(rll-2) ), for 1=2 ,..., N, (80) 
showing the wanted superconvergence for polynomial orders greater than or equal to 2. 
The corresponding argument using (76) or (77) together with (78) gives the stronger result 
/L (t’f(y)&y) dy =~~~~~~+~+~,)h;lr+~+~,+(~r-‘)), for i= l,...,q,, I= l,..., N, (81) 
-1 
thus showing the interior superconvergence under the condition that qr > 1 for I = 1,. . . , N. 
The different degrees of polynomials required in (80) and (81) to obtain the required 
superconvergence give rise to an interesting result. Consider a measure of the error involving 
derivatives up to order k,, for some nonnegative integer k, G min, GIG Nql. For 11 e II 3P, k, = 0. 
For II e II W+P or I e I +P, k, = 1, and so on. Consider just one element A, for some I E { 1,. . . , N) 
and consider pointwise derivatives and error values. The effect of taking an .P’-norm which is 
an extra factor hfip is the same for all terms in the error and can therefore be neglected here 
where the purpose is to establish conditions under which the intermediate-order part is the 
dominating part of the error asymptotically. 
The intermediate-order part of the error includes some or all of the following terms 
(compare to (48)): 
dk 
- 
dxk 
(82) 
The last term k = k, is assumed to be present, and will dominate the intermediate-order part 
of the error so that 
intermediate-order part of the error = Oilu’,4:+ ’ +n/)h;ll+ ’ al-k~). (83) 
Correspcndingly from (49), 
high-order part of the error = 0~~~~+2+n,)h;rr+2+(r,-k~). VW 
The Low-order terms require a little care. Note that since 6 by (65) are polynomials of degree i, 
di+ ‘ti/dx’+ 1 = 0. Therefore, the low-order part of the error only involves the terms 
d” 41 
C(b dXk i=k i1 -LQ>~, for k=O ,..., k,. 
This means that to recover the k th derivative of the low-order part of the error only the kth 
through g,th coefficients bi, - ai, need to be recovered. Repeating the argument leading to 
tw 
(54), 
(SO), 
this recovery only requires H( . , 6) for i = k, . . . , qr. Note that H( l , &> was described by 
while H( . , 6) for i > 1 was described by (81). Thus, 
d” rl! 
E(b i, - a& = 
o~~%.x MI+ 1 +at)hy +2+al-k+(clr--2)), for k = 0, 
dx” i=k 0.$%X 
(cl,+ 1 +al)hp+2+at-k+(ctr- 1.‘ 
J, for k>O. (86) 
From (85) and (86), 
0$%x. (cr.+ 1 +q)hF+ 2+al--kJ+(w-2)), for k, = 0, 
low-order part of the error = \oii$$+ l+al)h;l,+2+a,-k,+(cl,- I)), for k, > 0. (87) 
Comparing (S3b, (84) and (87), it is seen that for k, = 0 only qr 2 2 will give the required 
superconvergence, while for k3 > 0 only qr >, 1 is required. This result is formulated in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Theorem 1 holds for the example problem described in Section 4 with proper mesh 
grading as described here in Section 6, under the following conditions on the degree of the 
polynomial basis. 
If first- or higher-order derityatiL?es of the error are included in the error measure (like P’- or 
energy norms), the polynomial degree in each element must be at least one. 
If only the error itself and none of its deriuatices are in the error measure (like L?“- or 
.Y ‘-norms 1, th e polynomial degree in each element must be at least two. 
Note that the order of the low-order terms is qr - I above the order of the intermediate-order 
terms when the error measure involves no derivatives (for k, = O>, but qr above when 
derivatives are involved (for k, > 0). This explains the often observed fact that the error 
estimator performs better in Xl-types of norms than in L+‘“- or Y2-types. The constants in 
front of the h, powers in the low-order terms are in practice often large when singularities are 
present in the problem compared to the constants in the intermediate- and high-order terms. 
Therefore the extra powers for q1 > 1 (for Z1-type norms) and qr > 2 (for .L?“- or _Y2-type 
norms) will normally increase performance of the error estimator. 
The superconvergence argument above relies on the fact that singularities originate from the 
force term f and not from the a and b functions, to avoid unintended singularities in the 
auxiliary functions Gm and Gil from (7I)-(74). Instead the fact that the singularity is positioned 
in x = 0 is only for notational simplicity. The above arguments go through unaltered for any 
other position of the singularity as long as it is located in a nodal point. Also the homogeneous 
Dirichlet conditions are not essential for the argument leading to (SO) and (81). When 
Neumann conditions or llcnhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions are present, the error will still 
satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, wherever Dirichlet conditions are present. For the 
G,, and G,, functions in (71) and (72), simply let them satisfy homogeneous versions of the 
Dirichlet or Neumann conditions. If there is a Neumann condition in x = 0, (71) must be 
extended with an additional function G 1. Instead of a jump, G;(O) = - l/a(O) would be 
imposed as the left boundary condition in this case. 
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7. Summary of results 
This section contains a discussion of the results of Theorems 1 and 2 for the model problem 
case. The conclusions are expected to be true in much more generality though (for more 
general linear and nonlinear problems in one or more dimensions). 
First consider the case where the finite-element mesh has been graded in such a way that the 
local error in whatever measure is desired is approximately equilibrated (of equal size) in all 
elements. From the discussion in Section 4 it is seen that the required superconvergence now is 
obtained only if finite elements of degree at least one are used in the case where the error 
measure involves derivatives (for example for errors measured in VnVP-norms for m 2 1). If no 
derivatives are involved in the error measure (for example for errors measured in _.Y’“- or 
LP’-norms), the requirement in order to get superconvergence is that finite elements of degree 
at least two are used. In case sufficiently high-element degrees are used (so that superconver- 
gence is obtained), then (62), (63) gives the required asymptotically exact, pointwise, a 
posteriori error estimator away from singularities. Close to singularities the estimator has the 
right order of the error but does not include all terms of this order, thus getting the “constant” 
wrong. 
For practical cases it is of interest to consider also the behaviour nonasymptotically. Here the 
asymptotical theory is of no use without the following further assumptions based on practical 
experience. With the notation of (43) it is assumed that the high-order terms are negligible 
compared to the low-order terms. (According to the analysis the high- and low-order terms are 
actually of the same order when superconvergence is present.) Say to simplify notation that an 
error term consists of the product Ch; of a “constant” C and a term h; giving the order of 
convergence K. It is then assumed that the constant in the low-order terms is large compared to 
the constant in the intermediate-order terms at least when a singularity is present in the 
solution. With these asslr,mptions the following conclusions can be made from the exposition in 
Section 4. Away from a singularity, the order of the low-order terms is qr - 1 above the order of 
the intermediate-order terms if no derivatives are taken in the error measure, but qr above if at 
least one derivative is taken. Here q, is the polynomial order of the finite element. Because of 
the “disadvantage” in the size of the constants it is important in the nonasymptotical case that 
the difference in order is as high as possible for the intermediate-order terms to properly 
estimate the error. The conclusion is that the error estimator performs better the higher the 
degree of the elements are, and also that it performs better when measured in a norm involving 
one or more derivatives of the error function than in an LZ’“- or P’-norm. Close to a 
singularity, the estimator still has the right order but the constant estimated is smaller than the 
constant from the low-order terms left over and the estimated error will be too small compared 
to the exact error. Since the finite-element mesh is assumed to be error equilibrated, this local 
behavior has little influence on the global error estimation since the local errors away from the 
singularity will dominate globally. 
Now consider the practical case where a coarse mesh is given and a finite-element solution 
on this mesh. The goal is to refine the mesh to obtain approximately equilibrated local errors 
and a global error meeting predetermined specifications. As above, the high-order terms will be 
neglected since they normally are small compared to the low-order terms. With the lack of 
error equilibration of the coarse mesh, the order of the low-order terms is no higher than the 
order of the intermediate-order terms (there is no superconvergence). On the other hand, from 
standard interpolation results (see Appendix 2), it is no lower either. This means that in the 
worst case the estimator still has the order right but gets the constant wrong. Since the order is 
smaller close to a singularity than away from it, the error I&. ‘mthe coarse mesh will still be 
estimated larger close to the singularity than away from it. This means that the estimator is able 
to correctly locate the position of a singularity even without the superconvergence. With an 
adaptive procedure as for example the one described in 111,121, it is then possible to create an 
approximately equilibrated mesh for which the error estimator works as described above. 
In the case where the position of a possible singularity is unknown, the same procedure 
works. The estimator will indicate the position of the singularity from the information from the 
coarse mesh(es), so that it is possible to introduce a nodal point at that location and then get 
the asymptotical results to hold for the final mesh. 
As an overall conclusion, the only task the estimator ,when used in an adaptive mesh 
refinement process is not able to perform (of the ones discussed in this article) is the correct 
estimation of the local error close to a singularity. 
Practical experience with the error estimator in both one and two dimensions supports the 
conclusions drawn above. Extensive testing of the one-dimensional case has been presented in 
[9, Chapter 11, Appendices 17 and 181. In Appendix 3 some highlights of the tests are revealed. 
Also further publications on the two-dimensional case theoretically as well as experimentally 
are planned. 
A pointwise error estimator has many advantages over estimators only providing the estimate 
in a given norm. Clearly an estimate can be provided in whatever norm is required by the user. 
Also both local and global errors can be estimated. Finally, the estimate can be used for 
postprocessing of the solution, by simply adding it to the finite-element approximation to the 
exact solution. This will increase the order of approximation by one away from singularities, for 
example getting second-order approximations from linear elements and third-order approxima- 
tions from quadratic elements. This added precision is even almost computationally free, as is 
clear from (34). 
Appendix 1. Variational formulation of boundary value problems 
To be able to solve a linear boundary value problem with the finite-element or any other 
numerical method, it is relevant to require existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence 
on data of the solution. A fairly general way to obtain these features is described in the 
following. 
Let k,, and k, be two nonnegative integers with k, < k,. Let D be a differential operator of 
order k,, and let G be a collection of differential operators of order at most k,, of boundary 
conditions. Consider the following classically formulated boundary value problem: 
find u,, E E”~I( a) n %?“I( a): Du,, = 0 and GUN, = 0. (88) 
To allow also weak solutions to the boundary value problem in 038), a variational approach 
to the solution is taken. Let %(Ln) (the trial space) and 7r(&?> (the test space) be two complete, 
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normed, linear spaces (Banach spaces) over 0 of infinite di _mension. Let further Y(O) be 
reflexive. The following variational problem wiii be considered: 
find u,, E g(O): B(u,,, Lv) =L(L$ &E y(a), (89) 
where B and L are selected such that the following requirements are satisfied: 
problem (89) retains the classical solutions u,, E E+(6) n tPl( f2) of (88) (if any exist) 
and does not have any other solutions in S@@) n %‘“~($2); (90) 
B is a bilinear, globally bounded mapping from Z(O) x Y( i2) to the set 
of real numbers 08, with bound C,, such that 
3C, > 0: I B(u, P) 1 < C, 11 u II ‘)/(a) II L’ II Pi, Vu E %(a), Rv E T(R); (91) 
B satisfies a global BabuSka-Brezzi (inf-sup) stability condition in the 
sense that there exists a positive constant C, such that 
vu E u2’( o), 3 L’[, E y( 0): i B( u, q,) 1 a C, 11 u II ‘//(II) II q, II T-(rr,; (92) 
B is bounded away from zero in the following sense: 
VL’ E F(0)\(0), 34,. E P(0): 1 G(z1,., L’) f > 0; (93) 
L is a linear, globally bounde I mapping from Y/(O) to the set of real numbers R. (94) 
It is well known (see, for example, [4, Theorem 52.1, pp. 112 ff] for the Hilbert space case 
and [9, Chapter 21 for the general Banach space case) that the following result holds. 
Theorem 3. Cirven (9%(94), a solution to (89) exists, is unique and depends continuously on the 
data in the following sense. 
If u E Z(0) and B(u, 19 = &9 for all 19 E Y/(0>, for some real, linear, bounded operator i 
oL’er TW) with operator norm II i 11, then II u II J/(R) < C II i II f or some constant C depending on 
B, %, Yf and 0. 
The proof is a simple consequence of the Lax-Milgram lemma for the exisfence of a 
solution, and of the global boundedness and BabuSka-Brezzi condition for the uniqueness and 
continuous dependence on data. 
Let %&2) and Y’J 0) (the finite-dimensional trial and test spaces) be two normed, linear 
spaces over 0 of the same finite dimension life. Let Z&(O) and ?&O) be subspaces of the 
trial and test spaces %(a> and 7’(O), respectively. The following discretizcd variational 
problem will be considered: 
where B, and L, are required to satisfy the same global conditions (91)-(94) as B and L with 
“2/ and 7” replaced with P&e and ;7’f,, respectively. For B, the condition corresponding to (93) 
can be avoided since it is equivalent to condition (92) in the finite-dimensional case. Then the 
following equivalent to Theorem 3 holds (see [9, Chapter 21 for a direct proof). 
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Theorem 4. Girerz the conditions on %‘&2), Y&W!>, B, and L, abolye, a solution to (95) exists, 
is unique and depends continuous!y on the data in the following sense. 
If II E %‘J 0) and B,( II, r ) = L( I* ) for ~11~~ E F<$ O), for some real, linear, bounded operator 
2 orer Y&!I with operator norm 11 L 11, then 11 u 11 ~~~(~I < C 11 L 11 for some constant C 
depnding on B,,, Z&, 2/, and 0. 
The proof follows by noting that the requirements on B, and L, in the finite-dimensional 
case imply that (95) is equivalent to a nonsingular matrix inversion problem. 
Appendix 2. Superconvergence in nodal points 
As a general rule of thumb (with the usual possibilities of exceptions) the finite-element 
error in nodal points is considered smaller than at most other points. The rule might originate 
from the behavior of the theoretically most studied elliptic equation, the Poisson equation, 
which in one dimension, say over the unit interval, takes the form 
find u,,E’@(]O, l[)nE’“([O, 11): z&)=f(x), VXE]O, I[, u,,(O)=u,,(l)=O, (96) 
for some force term f which is sufficiently smooth to give a unique solution to the correspond- 
ing variational problem 
find cc,, ~2?(]0, l[): B(u,, , L’) = L(r), Vl’Ei+(]O, l[), 
where B(n, 17) = 1 hi’ dx and L(r) = [‘ji- dx. (97) 
0 ‘0 
Consider the auxiliary problem 
find G,EE’(]O, l[\(~~))n%‘~([O, 11): G;‘(x)=O, VXE]O, l[, 
G,(O) = G,( 1) = 0, and G; jumps - 1 across the nodal point xi, 
with solution 
(98) 
G,(x) = 
i 
(1 -x&L for x &XI, 
x1(1 -x), for x2x,. ( 9) 9 
Then using piecewise po!ynomial finite-element bases of degree at least 1, G, belongs to the 
finite-element test space and, neglecting integration errors, 
0 = B(e, G,) = /‘e’G; d 
0 
x= [eG&$,- /‘eGy dx=e(x,). 
0 
(100) 
So for Poisson’s equation with at least linear piecewise polynomial finite-element basis, apart 
from integration errors, the errors in the nodal points are zero. 
When considering more general elliptic problems like the example problem in Section 4, the 
nodal point errors are no longer zero. Instead they depend on global properties of the exact 
solution (like singularities) and the finite-element approximation (like the mesh). Standard 
convergence can be established with local arguments as shown below, but from practical 
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experience it is known that in general it is not possible to obtain superconvergence with strictly 
local arguments. The local, standard convergence argument requires not only global, but 
uniform local (elemental) boundedness and ellipticity of the variational form B (with bounded- 
ness and ellipticity constants bounded independent of the mesh). These requirements are 
satisfied for the model problem of Section 4. 
The crucial part of the global argument for the Poisson equation was the construction of the 
auxiliary problem (98) with a solution G, which is continuous and has continuous first 
derivative in the whole domain except for the nodal point x, where there is a jump in the first 
derivative allowing the extraction of the error in that point. (The jump in the first derivative has 
to be in a nodal point to keep G, in the finite-element space.) For a corresponding local 
argument for the model problem of Section 4 let for simplicity of exposition 3, be a finite 
element away from the singularity in zero in the sense that x, does not converge to the 
singularity point zero as h, --) 0. Also consider only an h-type finite-element method. It is 
necessary to construct a function g, which is identically zero outside A,, and which is 
continuous and has continuous first derivative in the whole domain except for the nodal point 
x, where there is a jump of size - l/a(x,) (see argument below). This gives the following four 
requirements in the end points of A,: 
1 
g,(x,) =g,(x,+,) =g;(x,+,) = 0, g;(x,) = - - 
a(-%) - 
ww 
The four boundary conditions mean that g, cannot generally be found as a solution to the 
homogeneous version of the model problem (corresponding to (981). Also the jump condition 
requires g; to be of order one, meaning that g; becomes of order h,’ (and g, of order h,). 
With (101) and the order of g,, g; and g; given, the function expression for g, is not really 
needed, but for completeness the following expression is provided: 
1 1 --- 
g,(x) = \ a(x,)d 
x -x,)(x -x,+$, for x E A,, 
( 102) 
\O 9 else. 
Now repeating the argument of (100) for the model problem of Section 4, 
B(e, g,) = / (ag;e’ + bg,e) dx = / (a&e + bg,e) dx 
R JI 
= [w;e]x “:+’ + /$-(ag;)‘+ bg,)e dx =e(x,) + / (-(ag;)‘+ bgl)e dx; (103) j 
I 
so assuming that integration error terms are of higher order (h.0.t.) than the rest of the terms, 
I e(q) I = B(e, g, - zl) - / (-(ag;)‘+ bg,)e dx + h.o.t. : Vzj E %;#2), 
4 
d C II e II +.P(J,) II g, - L’ II .7/.‘-- ‘)(A,) 
+ll - (ag;)’ + bg, II J-p/(~‘-l)(A,) II e II _P’(J,) + h.0.t- ( 104) 
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Wsing uniform local boundedness and elliptic& 
J ‘.4J,) G C inf 
w E tifJ R ) 
]I e - w I] W I.P(-J,). (105) 
Also assuming the existence of a positive constant C such that 
Y p(Aj) G Ch, II e II 1’1~~(~,), (106) 
standard polynomial interpolation results (recalling that II,, (w+‘) has a zero of order cyI in A,) 
now give 
'jr+ 1 +“I- I+ l/p/f//+ l- 1 +(I - l/j.‘) ) + Q~~hrl+(l-I/P)hrh:'+lial-l+l/P) + h_o_t_ 
ote that the first term on the right-hand side of (107) shows the superconvergence order 
11, 
Cjj *2 * (1 j for qr > 1. Alas the second term brings down the convergence rate to whst the best 
polynomial interpolant of cc,, would obtain. To obtain the superconvergence also observed in 
practice, it is necessary to return to the global approach used for the Poisson equation. The 
global aspect unfortunately makes it necessary to impose restrictions on the meshes allowed, in 
such a way that the error is balanced in a certain way. This is clarified in Section 6. 
Appendix 3. Computational results in one dimension 
In this Appendix different features of the error estimator presented in the article will be 
tested. The results are taken from [9] where many more results are given. For all computations 
a one-dimensional finite-element solver described in [9, Chapter 51 was used. It uses quadratic 
finite elements (q, = 2 in all elements A,) and implements a version of the error estimator that 
takes cyf (the highest multiplicity of a zero of the third derivative of the exact solution in A,) to 
be zero independently of its real value as described at the end of Section 5. This means that 
there is only one local error basis function which should according to the theory give local but 
not global problems when the third derivative of the e:xact solution does have zeros. The issue is 
investigated for a test case in Appendix 3.1. In Appendix 3.2 the reaction of the error estimator 
towards singularities is investigated for another example. 
Appendix 3. I. The result of zeros in the third deriratire of the exact solution 
The example problem considered is 
Us +u(x) =f(x), for 0 <X < 1, U(O) =u(l) = 0, 
f(x)=L(L- l)(X-X,)L-‘+(X-X~~)f~-(-X~,)L(l--x)-(l -Xo)LX, 
forO<x<l, x0 = 0.777, L integer, ( 108) 
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with solution 
u(x)=(x-xO)L-(-x~)L(l--x)-(l-xO)Lx, forO<x<l, 
and third derivative 
(109) 
u”‘(x) = L(L - l)(L -2)(x -x~)~-~, for 0 <x Q 1. (110) 
For L = 3, u”’ = 6, so the theory of the error estimator does apply and predicts no problems. 
For L > 3, u”’ has an isolated zero of multiplicity L - 3 at x0 = 0.777. According to the 
discussion in Section 5, this should dive local but no global problems. The three cases L = 3, 4 
and 5 are considered. L = 3 is the reference case where everything works optimally. L = 4 and 
L = 5 are the interesting cases: where the practical reliability of the error estimator will be 
assessed. For each value of L, uniform meshes with 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 elements have been 
considered. Because of the fairly simple problem studied, the errors are very small and already 
with 64 elements rounding errors begin to dominate. Only the results pertaining to the 
sixteen-element case are displayed and for each value of L six figures are shown. The first 
three show the pointwise error (estimated with open circles, and exact with closed), in the first 
element of the mesh, the element containing x0, and the whcle mesh, respectively. Then the 
local effectivity index of the error estimator in each element is shown, for the Pm-, .P’*-norms 
and the X1-seminorm. Letting eesr(x) determine the estimated error and e(x) the exact error, 
the effectivity index vb in the element A with respect to the norm 11 l 11 v is defined as 
11 eest II V(A) 
u* = 
Ile II ~(3) 
. (111) 
The results are shown in Figs. 2-19. (Note that the graphs of the pointwise error have been 
linearly interpolated between data points and that the local effectivity index in an element has 
been shown as a horizontal line spanning the element.) 
error 
4 
Fig. 2. Pointwise error in the first element of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (I@) with L = 3 and 
x0 = 0.777; l pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 3. Pointwise error in the element containing x0 of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with 
L=3 and x0 = 0.777; o pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
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Fig. 4. Poinhvise error in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 3 and A-(, = 0.777; 
0 pointwise exact error: 4 pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 5. Y-norm effectivity index in the whole skteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with I, = 3 and 
so = 0.777. 
For the reference case L = 3 (Figs. 2-71, the results are very good as expected. The curves 
for pointwise estimated error and exact error are almost identical and values close to one are 
obtained for the effectivity indices. 
From the pictures of the pointwise error over the whole mesh for the interesting cases L = 4 
and L = 5 (Figs. S-13) it is again noted that the graphs of the estimated error and the exact 
error are almost identical. Thus seen from a global point of view the error estimator still works 
perfectly; it gives small estimates where the error is small, and large where the error is large. 
The problems occurring are of a more local nature: the estimate is off relative to the exact 
error in the element with the zero of II”‘. The deterioration of the effectivity indices becomes 
Fig. 6. _Y ‘-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 3 and 
x,, = 0.777. 
Fig. 7. Z’-seminorm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 3 and 
x,, = 0.777. 
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Fig. 8. Pointwise error in the first clement of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 4 and 
x0 = q.777; l pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 9. Pointwise error in the element containing x0 of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with 
L=4 and xg = 0.777; l pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
significant from around the eight-element case. It is generally worse for the double-zero case 
L = 5 than for the single-zero case L = 4. Also the deterioration is most significant for the 
.Y”-norm, and least significant for the X”-seminorm. In the 64-element case for example, 
Table 1 shows the intervals where the effectivity index drops below 0.7 for the three measures 
and L = 4 and L = 5. 
The corresponding intervals for the 32-element case are shown in Table 2. Here only the 
double-zero case L = 5 shows significant deterioration. 
Concluding, it can be said that the problem of zeros of the third derivative of the exact 
solution as expected are of purely local nature. Further the order of the error is estimated 
correctly, only the size is slightly off. 
wror 
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Fig. 10. Pointwisc error in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 4 and s,, = 0.777: 
l pointwise exact error: o pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 11. Y-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 4 and 
x,, = 0.777. 
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Fig. 12. L&“-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 4 and 
-x0 = 0.777. 
Fig. 13. _T”-seminorm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 4 and 
X0 = 0.777. 
Appendix 3.2. The result of singularities in the third derivative of the solution 
The example problem considered in this section is 
LI”(x_) =f(_r), for 0 <x f 1, u(O) = U(l) = 0, 
f(x)=+-1)x”-‘, forO<x,(l, a& 
with solution 
U(X) =xQ -x, for 0 <x G 1. 
(112) 
(113) 
Fig. 14. Pointwise error in the first element of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = S and 
x,, = 0.777; o pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 15. Pointwise error in the element containing x0 of the sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with 
L = 5 and x,) = 0.777; t) pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
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Fig. 16. Pointwise error in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 5 and x,, = 0.777; 
l pointwise exact error; o pointwise estimated error. 
Fig. 17. Y-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 5 and 
X” = 0.777. 
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Fig. 18. Y*-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 5 and 
A-() = 0.777. 
Fig. 19. A?“-seminorm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (108) with L = 5 and 
Xg = 0.777. 
Table 1 
II - Ilr- 
II - Ils.~ 
I- x’ I 
- 
L=4 
(0.44, 0.89) 
(0.50, 0.88) 
(0.77, 0.78) 
L=5 
(0.53, 0.91) 
(0.58, 0.89) 
(0.75, 0.8 1) 
Table 2 
II - IL” 
II ’ lb 
I - I;Pl 
L=4 L=5 
8 (0.69, 0.84) 
ti (0.72, 0.8 i 1 
8 (0.75, 0.78! 
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Fig. 20. LP-norm effectivib index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (112) with (Y = 0.501. 
Fig. 21. Y”-norm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (112) with cy = 0.501. 
Results are obtained for the cases ar = 3.5, LZ = 2.5, CY = 1.5, a! = 0.7, (Y = 0.501, with uniform 
meshes, and in the cases cr = 0.7 and CY = 0.501 also strongly graded meshes. (The element to 
the right of another element has the double size except that the two elements closest to zero 
have the same size.) Local effectivity indices of the error estimator in each element are 
computed in the Y-, L?‘*-norm and the Z”-seminorm. Only results for the case with the 
strongest singularity (a[ = 0.501) are shown here. 
The results show very high quality of the error estimator with local effectivity indices in all 
three norms above 0.9 in all but the very first element of the mesh (closest to zero). In this first 
element the effectivities are still above 0.7 for cx = 0.7 and 0.6 for (Y = 0.501 even for the 
strongly graded meshes with the size of the first element only 1.5 l lo? 
For the sixteen-element uniform mesh the graphs of the loca! effectivity indices in the three 
norms are shown in Figs. 20-22. For the sixteen-element strongly graded mesh graphs of the 
loca! effectivity indices in the four elements closest to the singularity are shown in Figs. 23-25. 
Fig. 22. .%+I-seminorm effectivity index in the whole sixteen-element uniform mesh for problem (112) with cy = 0.501. 
Fig. 23. Y-norm effectivity index in the first four elements of the strongly graded sixteen-element mesh for problem 
(112) with cy = 0.501. 
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Fig. 24. L&“-norm effectivity index in the first four elements of the strongly graded sixteen-clement mesh for problem 
(112) with cy = 0.501. 
Fig. 25. Z’-seminorm effectivity index in the first four elcmcnts of the strongly graded sixteen-element mesh for 
problem (112) with (Y = 0.501. 
The improvement in accuracy in the elements far from the singularity that is expected with 
the strongly graded meshes is not very large. The results are good even without the extra 
refinement, indicatmg that the global effect of the singularity is minimal. Again only the 
element with the singularity is problematic, and even there the order of the error is estimated 
correctly, only the size being slightly wrong. 
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